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Answer Key
English
Q.No.

61
62636465666768-

Question
The battery ……….
Curtal sonnet is ………
A lament for the ………..
A fictional prose ………..
'Conflict' is ………..
Identify the word ………..
Pick out the correct ………..
Principle of Linking ………..-

6970-

In Communicative ………..
Linguistic Competence ………..

71-

The challenge of ………..

727374-

One of the main ………..
Remedial language ………..
Remedial work ………..

75-

Communicative approach ………..

7677-

The integral approach of ………..Elective Approach to ………..

78-

Remedial teaching ………..

798081828384-

During preparation ………..
In Remedial teaching ………..
Which one of ………..
In the above ………..
The captain as well as ………..
In the above ………..

858687888990-

People who buy ………..
What two words ………..
Which of the following ………..
What device is present ………..
The sentence 'The lazy ………..
He said he.......reconsider…..

Answer
(C) run down
(B) ten and a half line poem
(B) Elegy
(D) short story
(C) drama
(C) teach
All options are incorrect
(D) Use of graded structures of English
language in daily life situation
(A) Creating situation
(D) Communication knowledge of
grammar and vocabulary
(D) Limitation of learning English
language in classroom
(C) Learner's prejudice
(D) Both (A) & (B)
(B)
Revision,
drill,
situational
communicative practice and reviewing
(A) Importance of meaning of
utterances rather than from and
structure
(B) Secondary language (Out of Syllabus)
(D) Combination of communicative
approach, integrative approach and
structural approach (Out of Syllabus)
(D) Identification of malady on
language test and its causes
(B) Instruction objectives
(A) Arranging intensive practice
(A) Patriotism
(B) reformulation
(A) is
(D) One should be grateful to the land
where one is born.
(B) the fallacy of false analogy.
(C) like, as
(A) The sleet streaked her sneakers.
(B) & (D) both corrected.
(B) Alliteration
(B) & (D) both corrected.

